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NHow to Evaluate and Select
UV Room Treatment Technology

Consider the following evidence: 

Validation That Environment Plays a Role: Environmental contamination has been demonstrated to play a role in 
acquisition of infection with MRSA, VRE, C. difficile, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Acinetobacter species and Norovirus.2, 3

Disinfection Practice Is Sub-Optimal: Studies have shown that staff are cleaning and 
disinfecting only 30% to 50% of the surfaces they should be cleaning, including toilet hand 
holds, light switches, doorknobs, bedside rails, nurse call buttons and patient telephones.4, 5

Pathogens Survive for Days to Months on Dry Surfaces: Studies have found that both 
gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria can survive for months on dry surfaces; 
respiratory viruses can survive for days and gastrointestinal viruses for more than a week.6

In Hospitals, Previous Occupancy Increases Risk: It has been shown that patients are at higher 
risk of acquiring an HAI when their room was previously occupied by an infected patient.7

UV Treatment Is Cost-Effective: Since an HAI can cost a facility up to $45,000 (CLABSI),8 
the adoption of UV surface treatment technology may be a cost-effective intervention. 

Efficacy/Performance 

• How does the device work?

• Does the device kill the most relevant pathogens in healthcare facilities?

• Does the device kill the pathogens in an amount of time that facilitates rapid room turnover?

• How much of the room does the device cover?

• Is the device backed by third-party laboratory micro-efficacy testing?

• Is the device supported by clinical studies and research?

Why should I adopt UV room treatment technology?
Manual environmental cleaning and disinfection is crucial, yet may not be sufficient alone to eliminate 
environmental pathogens that cause HAIs. New technologies have arisen to supplement manual 
cleaning practices, which together more comprehensively address environmental pathogens. Dr. Robert 
A. Weinstein of the Rush University Medical Center has noted that “given the choice of changing 
human behavior or designing a better device, the device will always be more successful.“1

How should I choose a UV room technology?
When choosing a UV room device, look for a partner that has a deep commitment to patient safety and 
product quality. There are several key factors that facilities should consider when evaluating UV devices.
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Quality of Design 

• Does the manufacturer have a long, credible history in UV technology?

• How long has the device been on the market?

• Does the manufacturer hold quality management standard certifications such as ISO 9001:2008?

• Has the device been tested to survive the rigors of the hospital environment?

• Does the manufacturer have an EPA Establishment Number?

• Is the device intuitive and easy to use?

• Can environmental services operate the device easily?

• Does the device allow the user to record disinfection data for easy documentation of compliance?

• Does the device have safety features that prevent accidental exposure to UV-C light?

• Was the device designed with optimal height and width to fit into the areas of your facility?

Affordability 

• Is it affordable?

• Does the device provide value? (Cost of device vs. cost of an HAI)

• Is there a warranty?

• Is the warranty comprehensive and affordable?

• What is the life span of the UV lamps?

• What is the cost of replacing the UV lamps?

• Is lamp replacement included in the warranty?

Comprehensive Surface Disinfection Bundle 

• Does the manufacturer provide a comprehensive approach, which includes protocols and  
products for both manual and UV disinfection?

Customer Support 

• Does the manufacturer provide in-person training and in-servicing to educate and help with  
product/protocol implementation?

• What is the response time of the manufacturer in the case of a system issue?
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